
The campaign for the October 19 federal election has been
going on for some time. The ceremonial ‘dropping of the
writ’ marked only a seamless segue from politics and

government to politics without government. And the first event
of this phase was a debate between the four party leaders,
sponsored by Macleans magazine on August 6.
We are told that only 1.4 million Canadians watched it. That’s

a pity; it was well organized and managed, and moderator Paul
Wells emceed the debate competently and insightfully. The four
party leaders who participated respected, for the most part, the
format and the moderator.
Most Canadians will get their impressions of the debate from

second-hand comments by pundits. Since it is now two weeks
later, I’m one of a clamour of pundits.

Substance and Style
A good debate demonstrates both style and substance on the
part of the participants, and this one did. What measures of style
and of substance should Canadian voters be looking for? 
Canada is not the United States; our Prime Minister is not

President; and the Prime Ministership is not a separate branch
of government with its own powers. In Canadian elections, each
voter faces a choice of individuals seeking his support to become
his local Member of Parliament. Nearly all the candidates,
country wide, represent one or another political party. Should
that political party elect a majority of the MPs, they get first crack
at forming a government, and their leader gets first crack at
being Prime Minister.
Each of the individuals taking part in this debate represents

a political party, with its platform to promote and its record to
defend. So the substance of the debate is important.
One of three men taking part in this debate—Stephen

Harper, Tom Mulcair, or Justin Trudeau—could be Prime
Minister after this election. The fourth party leader, Elizabeth
May, is running to continue to represent her constituents and
to continue to promote cross-party co-operation in the House
of Commons. She also fills the role of a government critic who
is always free to speak her conscience rather than to speak along
party lines. Her record in the House, her formidable intelligence,
photographic memory of what has taken place, courage, and
extraordinary knowledge of Parliament and Canadian issues
merit serious consideration from the voters. She should be

listened to and its hard not to when you hear her speak.
The actual subject matter of the debate covered an extensive

range: the economy, energy and the environment, the Senate,
Quebec, parliamentary democracy, foreign affairs, war, and
security. As May pointed out at the end, the debate never got to
social policy, the response to the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, pharmacare, and student debt. 

The Economy
On the economy, Mulcair claimed Canada was now in a
recession—the second, he said, on Harper’s watch. Harper
didn’t deny it, which was as close as he came to admitting
Mulcair was right. And that was the only exception to Harper’s
style. Whenever his government’s record was attacked, he
blandly defended it; his usual defence was that Canada was
doing better than other countries. The Canadian economy was
okay except for the oil and gas sector, and that was someone
else’s fault, he insisted. At any opportunity, he restated (some
would say mistated) the policies of the other parties, and
attacked them.
The Prime Minister had neglected to do what he had

promised on removing interprovincial trade barriers, said May;
Trudeau said that was because Harper had not worked with the
provincial premiers. To counter this, Harper pointed to the New
West Partnership, negotiated by the western provinces; then
turned swiftly to talking about some 44 bilateral trade
agreements with foreign countries. May said the agreement
negotiated with China would ‘sell us down the river on national
sovereignty’; Beijing would be ‘looking over the shoulder of the
next Prime Minister...’.

Energy and the Environment
The subject of energy and the environment saw some sparring
over pipelines. Pressed by Elizabeth May, Mulcair would not
commit to opposing the Kinder Morgan pipeline, saying only
that he wished to have the results of a ‘credible’ environmental
study before setting his position. He accused May of opposing
all pipelines, and Harper of supporting all pipelines. Both
positions, he said, were equally bad. 
On the topic of fossil fuel projects Harper commented, ‘The

position of the government is that we have scientific, expert
evaluation of every project before we decide to proceed.’
May attacked the Prime Minister on ‘broken promises’ that
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A debate starts the official campaign- Patrick Brown



he had made on legislative action on the environment, saying
that he had ‘no credibility’ on this subject. Harper took credit for
a drop in Canada’s emissions in 2007/8. May said that this was
due to the recession and that now emissions were climbing
again. Harper took credit for a drop in emissions from coal-fired
generation; Trudeau attributed this drop to legislation adopted
by the Liberal government of Ontario.

The State of Democracy
After a break, the four turned to the state of democracy in
Canada. May led off—a message that ended up as an assurance
that the Green Party was committed to work across party lines
in a minority Parliament. ‘Some good points’ said Trudeau, and
then accused Mulcair of raising the issue of the separation of
Quebec, and saying different things in French than in English.
Mulcair, in his trademark prosecutorial style, demanded ‘a
number’ from Trudeau, seeking some alternative to ‘50%+1’
which had been suggested as sufficient votes to separate Quebec
from Canada. 
Trudeau clearly did not appreciate being badgered. ‘Nine,’

he declared, which brought Mulcair to a sudden stop. Trudeau
then went on to explain that this was the number of Supreme
Court judges who had ruled that the ‘number’ Mulcair sought
was to be decided at the time of the next referendum, if there
was to be one.
Harper and May worked to bring a halt to this discussion,

and bring the subject back to Parliament. This led to a discussion
on the ‘Fair Elections Act’. Harper claimed the major feature of
that act was the requirement for two pieces of ID in order to vote.
Elizabeth May said this had, in fact, been introduced in 2007.
Trudeau remarked that this was a good example of the Prime
Minister setting up a ‘straw man’ to justify his legislation. 
And then on to the Senate; moderator Wells asked Harper

whether he thought he ought to apologize for appointing
senators who were currently under RCMP investigation. Harper
ended by justifying his refusal to appoint any more senators.
‘You can’t empty the Senate entirely’, he said, but then went on
to explain that leaving 22 seats empty was a cost-saving
measure, and anyway the Conservatives held a majority in the
Senate. 
So the Senate remains politicized, and can block bills on

behalf of the government. May accused the Senate of having
killed an environmental bill ‘without a single day of study.’

Foreign Policy
The final session saw a discussion on foreign policy (mostly
about war) and security. Mulcair accused Harper of never seeing
a war he didn’t like, then accused May of not approving of any
military action. May provided a detailed explanation of the
conflict between Sunni and Shia Muslims in Syria, and the
actions of ISIL/ISIS. Mulcair sought a clearly defined mission
and a clear exit strategy; he said that this was not a UN or NATO

mission, but a US-led mission aimed at regime change. Harper
said that ISIS has demonstrated the ability to attack ‘countries
like ours’. Trudeau said that his party supported action against
ISIS; but it did not support a bombing mission as the
appropriate action. Harper said all Canada’s NATO allies
support this action. 
‘Who is our enemy and who is our friend?’ asked May. Her

discussion was extensive; her argument was that in participating
in the US-led war, ‘we are doing what ISIS wants.’ Its objective
in broadcasting horrific executions on YouTube was to ‘draw us
into the region’.
Moderator Wells asked Trudeau about his position on

domestic security: did his opposition to the Syrian action, and
support of Bill C-51, lead to questions about his judgement?
Trudeau defended the bill, saying that while Harper thought
that we needed no further protection of Canadian rights and
freedoms, and Mulcair thought we needed no more protection
against terrorism, he felt that a Canadian Prime Minister should
do both, together. He was committed to changing C-51, and to
bringing in sunset and review clauses.
Harper accused Trudeau of being both for and against the

legislation at the same time. He would not have oversight carried
out by politicians, but by judges. May said that C-51 ‘makes us
less safe’ and that it had no effective oversight. Mulcair agreed.
‘The NDP will repeal Bill C-51’. 
Mulcair brought up domestic radicalization, and then went

on to accuse Harper of targeting Muslims in his policies. Harper
defended this, saying that it was necessary to name the sources
of jihadism before they could be pursued.
May broke in: ‘C-51 does not do the things the Prime Minister

just said... C-51 creates a secret police under CSIS, with no
reporting to the RCMP. None.’ Trudeau: ‘There’s an awful lot of
fear and division going on in politics these days.’
Mulcair, referring to Canada’s failure to secure a seat on the

UN Security Council: ‘we are weaker and less respected on the
world stage.’ He expressed his desire to go to December’s
Conference of the Parties in Paris and ‘start working for the
planet... to deal with climate change.’ Harper immediately
claimed that Canada was the most admired country in the
world, and then went on to claim that Israel was ‘the best friend
Canada ever had’ and it was a movement in the UN to attack
Israel that resulted in Canada’s failure to be elected to the
Security Council.

Closing Statements
Harper used much of his time to accuse the ‘other parties’ of
planning to bring in a high tax regime, and cancel child benefits,
income splitting, and Tax Free Savings Accounts. They would
run permanent deficits, he said. Re-electing Conservatives
would ensure that Canada remained ‘the best country in the
world’.
Mulcair spent some time attacking Harper, and noted that
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many ‘Conservative operatives’ were under RCMP investigation.
He emphasized that it was ‘time for a change’ and claimed 35
years of public service experience. Between Harper and himself,
he said, there was ‘a clear choice’. He did not mention Trudeau.
May, in thanking Macleans, noted that this ‘may be the only

debate that involves all of us’. There were many more subjects
to be covered, she said, including social policy, young people and
their burden of education debt, pharmacare, the response to the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and economic
inequality. She emphasized that Greens were ‘not just a one-
issue party; not just a one-person party.’
Trudeau challenged the barrage of Conservative attack ads—

‘silly as they are’—and the idea that he was ‘not ready’. Harper,
he says, wants you to believe that ‘better just isn’t possible.’ In
order to be Prime Minister, he said, you have to ‘love this country
more than you love power’.

Debating Style
Canada demands many qualities from its leaders; some of them
will no doubt become factors in this election. But one in
particular stands out: trust. As a voter, which would you trust to
lead a government that would create the Canada you want to
live in, would feel comfortable with, that treats you with respect,
and of which you would be proud? And how do you judge this?
The leader’s style in debate may be revealing.
Harper defended his record; he was relaxed, dismissive, and

maintained a fixed half-smile the entire time. He used the
phrase ‘let me be clear’ at least 15 times; referred to NDP policy
as a ‘mantra’; hardly referred to Trudeau at all, and recited
statistics with such facility that it was difficult to tell whether

they were rehearsed or made up on the spot. When reciting
talking points, he kept talking to the end, over the others if
necessary. 
Mulcair appeared tense and prosecutorial at the beginning,

but more relaxed towards the end; when he asked Trudeau for
‘a number’, and Trudeau didn’t give him one, Mulcair kept
needling him, ‘you haven’t given me a number’. (Trudeau did.)
He was completely logical, brief and to the point. Compared to
Harper, he created a far more aggressive prime ministerial
image.
May was cool and prepared: well versed and rehearsed on

every subject, apparently without notes. At times she had
difficulty breaking in to the wall of words created by the other
three, but when she did, she contributed to the discussion clearly
and logically. Her unmatched command of policy in every area,
and of political history, enabled her to correct both Harper and
Mulcair at times.
Trudeau was clearly ready for the debate, organized, and

comfortable. He defended Liberal policy well, and admitted to
the possibility of being ‘a little naive’ on C-51. He showed far
more passion and energy than either Harper or Mulcair. His
style is different; definitely that of a younger generation. 

Viewers Were The Winners
If one writes about a debate, one is usually expected to declare
a winner. None of the four party leaders lost. In this case, the
winners were the 1.4 million Canadians who took the trouble to
watch it. Early in the long official campaign, they gained valuable
insight into, at least, Canadian parties’ leaders. 0
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